Ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase L1 binds to and stabilizes monoubiquitin in neuron
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Mammalian neuronal cells abundantly express a deubiquitylating enzyme, ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase 1 (UCH L1). Mutations in UCH L1 are linked to Parkinson’s disease as well as gracile axonal dystrophy (gad) in mice. In contrast to the UCH L3 isozyme that is universally expressed in all tissues, UCH L1 is expressed exclusively in neurons and testis/ovary. We found that UCH L1 associates and colocalizes with monoubiquitin and elongates ubiquitin half-life. The gad mouse, in which the function of UCH L1 is lost, exhibited a reduced level of monoubiquitin in neurons. In contrast, overexpression of UCH L1 caused an increase in the level of ubiquitin in both cultured cells and mice. These data suggest that UCH L1, with avidity and affinity for ubiquitin, insures ubiquitin stability within neurons. This study is the first to show the function of UCH L1 in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

The small 76-amino acid protein ubiquitin (Ub) plays a critical role in many cellular processes, including the cell cycle, cell proliferation, development, apoptosis, signal transduction and membrane protein internalization (1). Moreover, Ub and/or Ub-containing protein aggregates are hallmarks of various neurodegenerative conditions (2). Fundamentally, monoubiquitylation constitutes a sorting signal for membrane proteins to the endosome–lysosomal pathway while polyubiquitylated proteins (covalently linked to Lys48 of Ub) are targeted to the 26S proteasome for degradation. At least three classes of enzymes are engaged in the ubiquitylation processes, namely the E1 (Ub-activating), E2 (Ub-conjugating) and E3 (Ub ligase) enzymes (1). Ubiquitylation also controls the sorting and localization of certain proteins in a reversible manner, much as phosphorylation modulates changes in the structure, activity and the localization of the target proteins. As such, deubiquitylating enzymes (DUBs) act analogously to phosphatases that function in phosphorylation processes (3).

DUBs are subdivided into Ub C-terminal hydrolases (UCHs) and Ub-specific proteases (UBPs). Both classes are thiol proteases that hydrolyze the isopeptide bond between the substrate and the C-terminal Gly76 of Ub. UCHs can hydrolyze bonds between Ub and small adducts or unfolded polypeptides in vitro (4). UCHs also can cleave Ub gene products very slowly
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in vitro, either tandemly conjugated Ub monomers (UbB, UbC) or Ub fused to small ribosomal proteins (L40, S27α), to yield free Ub or ribosomal proteins, respectively (4,5). Yeast expresses one UCH (YUH1) and 16 UBPs (Ubp1–16). Two YUH1 homologs, UCH L1 and UCH L3, have been characterized in mammals (6,7). UCH L1 and UCH L3 are both small proteins of ~220 amino acids that share more than 40% amino acid sequence identity. However, the distribution of these isozymes is quite distinct in that UCH L3 is expressed ubiquitously while UCH L1 is selectively expressed in neuronal cells and the testis/ovary (6,7).

UCH L1 is one of the most abundant proteins in the brain (1–5% of total soluble protein) and immunohistochemical experiments demonstrate that it is localized exclusively to neurons (6). Although the role of UCH L1 in vivo remains unclear, its abundance and specificity for neurons predict a role in neuronal cell function/dysfunction. Similar to Ub, UCH L1 is a constituent of cellular aggregates that are indicative of neurodegenerative disease such as Lewy bodies in Parkinson’s disease (PD) (8). Indeed, an isoleucine-to-methionine substitution at amino acid 93 of UCH L1 was reported in a family with a dominant form of PD (9). We found that a Uch l1 gene deletion in mice causes gracile axonal dystrophy (gad), a recessive neurodegenerative disease (10,11). These two examples of neurological disorders in both humans and mice prompted us to investigate the function of UCH L1 in neuronal cells.

We show here that the gad mouse is analogous to a Uch l1 null mutant. Using this mouse and Uch l1 transgenic mice, we report a novel in vivo role for UCH L1 in Ub homeostasis that was unexpected from previous in vitro work (12,13). Our data show that UCH L1 associates with Ub in neuronal cells and suggest that this association is important for the maintenance of mono-Ub levels in neurons. UCH L1 effectively upregulates Ub levels at the post-translational level, and this upregulation suggests that this association is important for the maintenance of neuronal cell function/dysfunction. Similar to Ub, UCH L1 is selectively expressed in neuronal cell function/dysfunction. Similar to Ub, UCH L1 is selectively expressed in neuronal cells and the testis/ovary (6,7).

**RESULTS**

**UCH L1 is undetectable in the gad mouse**

The gad mouse carries a deletion of a genomic fragment including exons 7 and 8 of Uchl1 (10). Given such a substantial deletion, the protein encoded by the gad allele most likely lacks the core structure of UCH L1, thus predicating its instability [wild-type mouse UCH L1 was modeled using the crystal structure of human UCH L3 (14) as a template; see Fig. 1A]. Immunoblotting using polyclonal antibody to UCH L1 failed to detect UCH L1 in either soluble (10) or insoluble brain lysates from the gad mouse (data not shown). Thus, the gad mouse is analogous to a Uch l1 null mutant. Next, we examined whether UCH L3, another UCH in the brain, is upregulated by this mutation. The gad mouse showed comparable levels of UCH L3 mRNA and protein (Fig. 1B). Therefore, the phenotype in the mouse does not appear to be modified by compensatory UCH L3 up-regulation. We then employed this mutant mouse to characterize UCH L1 substrates or associated proteins in vivo.

**UCH L1 associates with Ub**

There should be physiological substrates for UCH L1 that accumulate in the gad mouse. To facilitate isolation of such UCH L1 substrates or associated proteins, mutant UCH L1C90S was purified from an E. coli expression system. UCH L1C90S lacks Ub carboxy-terminal hydrolase activity but retains the ability to associate with Ub (4) (Table 1). As such, UCH L1C90S represented an ideal tool for the purpose of binding to and isolating in vivo protein substrates or associates for UCH L1. His-UCH L1C90S and Ni-Sepharose resin were employed in a pull-down assay using soluble brain lysates from wild-type and gad mice. Eluates from the resin were subjected to SDS-PAGE and SELDI (surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization) time-of-flight (TOF) analysis. Relative to wild-type lysates, consistently elevated levels of proteins were not detected in the gad mice brains including putative substrates of poly-Ub. Rather, the level of an ~8 kDa protein was consistently lower in gad mice lysates (Fig. 1C; left panel; band intensity of gad to wild-type is 0.80 ± 0.09, n = 3). In both lysates, this protein band was immunoreactive with an antibody to Ub (Fig. 1C; right panel). In-gel digestion of this band followed by tandem liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry produced two peptide sequences—TLSYNQKESTHLVLR and TTLEVEPSDTIENVK—that were 100% identical to sequences within mouse Ub. In another pull-down assay, His-Ub pulled down a band corresponding to UCH L1 (Fig. 1D). SELDI analysis showed identical mass peak patterns for the Ub band from wild-type and gad mice (Fig. 1E) with a principal mass peak at 8560.8 m/z, consistent with the m/z expected for free mono-Ub (8564.8). Wild-type and gad mouse brain lysates were then subjected to gel filtration chromatography and immunoblotted with anti-UCH L1 or anti-Ub. In the fractions from the wild-type mouse, mono-Ub eluted over the range of ~10–50 kDa, overlapping significantly with the elution of UCH L1 (Fig. 1F). In fractions from the gad mouse, however, mono-Ub eluted exclusively at ~10–14 kDa. These data suggest that UCH L1 associates with mono-Ub.

**Loss of UCH L1 decreases the level of Ub in neuron**

The expression and localization of UCH L1 and mono-Ub in the mouse nerve system were examined. The nervous system is consisted of two types of cells, nerve cells (neurons) and glia (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes/schwann cells, microglia, ependymal cells). Immunofluorescence microscopy shows UCH L1 co-expresses with a neuron marker, neurofilament (NF), but not with an oligodendrocytes marker, proteolipid protein (PLP), and an astrocytes marker, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), thus supporting the neuron-specific expression of UCH L1 (6) (Fig. 2A). Then double immunofluorescence labeling was performed in neural tissue using UCH L1 antibody and polyclonal Ub antibody that predominantly recognizes free Ub (Sigma) (15). It was found that immunoreactivities to anti-UCH L1 and anti-Ub colocalized within the neuron (Fig. 2B, upper panel). Moreover, Ub immunoreactivity was reduced in neurons in gad mice (Fig. 2B, lower panel). In the peripheral nerve, neuronal axons are enwrapped by myelin of glial schwann cells that are immunoreactive to myelin basic protein antibody (Fig. 2C, right and left panels). Immunohistochemistry
Figure 1. UCH L1 associates with ubiquitin. (A) Mouse UCH L1 was modeled after the crystal structure of human UCH L3 (14) using Insight II/Modeler (SGI). Secondary structures of the peptides deleted in the gracile axonal dystrophy (gad) mouse are shown in yellow. (B, upper panel) Quantitative RT–PCR for Uch l3 was performed using total RNA from wild-type and gad (gad/gad) cerebra (n = 3 each). Mean values are shown with SEM. β-Actin (open bar) or GAPDH (solid bar) were used as internal controls. (B, lower panel) Soluble fractions (20 μg) of wild-type (+/+), the gad (g/g) and Uch l3Δ3-7/Δ3-7 (l3/C0) (38) mouse brains were subjected to SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted with anti-UCH L1. (C) Eluates from pull-down assays using His-UCH L1C90S and brain lysate were subjected to SDS–PAGE, stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (left panel) and the band intensities to mono-Ub were compared. Eluates were also immunoblotted with monoclonal anti-Ub (right panel; Chemicon). Arrow shows the bands corresponding to mono-Ub. Asterisk shows the non-specific band that is co-purified during UCH L1 purification. (D) Eluates from pull-down assays using His-Ub and brain lysate were subjected to SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted with anti-UCH L1. The arrow shows the band corresponding to UCH L1. (E) Eluates from pull-down assays using His-UCH L1C90S and brain lysate were desalted with a C18 zip tip column and subjected to SELDI analysis. An m/z range near that expected for Ub (m/z = 8562) is presented. (F) Selected gel filtration chromatography fractions from wild-type brain lysates (upper and middle panels) and gad mice brain lysates (lower panel) were subjected to SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted with anti-UCH L1 (upper panel) or anti-Ub (middle and lower panels). The arrowhead and arrow correspond to the peak ovalbumin (43 kDa) and ribonuclease A (14 kDa) fractions, respectively.
shows Ub immunoreactivity is decreased in neurons but not at glial schwann cells (Fig. 2D, middle panel).

Subsequently, cytosolic fractions of various nervous tissues that include both neuron and glia were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunblotted with a monoclonal Ub antibody that recognizes both free and conjugated Ub in denatured states (Chemicon) (15). The principal band corresponded to free mono-Ub, the intensity of which was reduced in gad mouse tissues (Fig. 3A, right panel) suggesting that mono-Ub is decreased in the absence of UCH L1 in the nervous system. A longer exposure or autoclaving the membrane enhanced the bands corresponding to Ub conjugates where no significant differences between wild-type and gad mice were observed (data not shown). Then mono-Ub levels in the nervous systems in <2-week-old wild-type and gad mice were measured by the radioimmunoassay (13). The inhibition rates for the 125I-monoo-Ub bound to antibody US-1 by brain lysates were compared with the standard curve generated by unlabeled mono-Ub (13). US-1 is specific antibody for free mono-Ub (13). Reduced levels of free mono-Ub (~20–30% reduction) were observed in each of the gad mouse tissues even by this early age (Fig. 3B; pathology in these mice was apparent only after >6 weeks). Immunoblotting and radioimmunoassay use cell lysates that contain both neuron and glia, which appears to be the reason for the apparent discrepancy between the large difference in Ub immunohistochemistry in neurons and relatively smaller differences in mono-Ub levels in immunoblotting/radioimmunoassay.

These data show that Ub is associated with UCH L1 in neurons. Absence of UCH L1 reduces the mono-Ub level in neurons, which causes the reduction of overall mono-Ub level in the nervous system.

**UCH L1 overexpression increases Ub levels**

The effect of UCH L1 overexpression on Ub levels was examined in both cultured cells and transgenic mice. Adenovirus vectors expressing UCH L1 (adeno-Uch L1) or β-galactosidase (adeno-β-gal) were transfected into mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) cells that do not express UCH L1. After transfection, UCH L1 was induced by Cre recombinase. Reactivity to anti-Ub exist at both nucleus and cytosol in adeno-β-gal transfected and non-transfected MEF cells (Fig. 4B and C). Surprisingly, MEF cells transfected with adeno-Uch L1 express UCH L1 dominantly at cytosol, where immunoreactivities to anti-Ub and anti-UCH L1 are completely merged (Fig. 4A). Then the levels of Ub were compared by immnoblotting. The level of free mono-Ub as well as ubiquitylated proteins increased relative to the β-gal control at 24 h after UCH L1 induction (Fig. 4D; band intensity ratio of

### Table 1. Kinetic parameters for hydrolysis of ubiquitin-7 amid-4 methylcoumarin (Ub-AMC) by mouse UCH L1 and inhibition by Ub

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>$k_{m}$ (µM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>$10^6 \times k_{cat}/K_m$ (M⁻¹ s⁻¹)</th>
<th>$K_i$ (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCH L1&lt;sub&gt;WT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCH L1&lt;sub&gt;C90S&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[0.28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCH L1&lt;sub&gt;C90S&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[0.86]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steady-state kinetic parameters were determined at 25°C in assay buffer. The mean values of three independent experiments are shown.

<sup>a</sup>No products were observed after 30 min with 5 mM enzyme. Inhibitions were not assayed due to the lack of activity to substrates.

<sup>b</sup>[Ratio of pulled down Ub to WT].

---

**Figure 2. Loss of UCH L1 decreases ubiquitin immunoreactivity.** Confocal laser scanning microscopy of mouse brain stem sections (A, B), sciatic nerve (C; left and middle panels) and electron microscopy for sciatic nerve (C; right panels) from 12-week-old wild-type or gad mice. (A) Immunohistochemistry to coronal sections at the brain stem, pons (fourth ventricule situates at the upper edges). Antibodies to a neuron marker, neurofilament (NF; left panel, green) and a glial oligodendrocytes marker, proteolipid protein (PLP; middle panel, green) and a glial astrocytes marker, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; right panel, green) were used for co-immunostaining with anti-UCH L1 (red). Immunoreactivity to anti-NF partially merges with that to anti-UCH L1. NFs exist at neuritis but not at a cell body of a neuron, whereas UCH L1 is expressed at both neuritis and cell bodies. Immunoreactivities to anti-PLP and anti-GFAP do not co-localize with that to anti-UCH L1. Scale bars, 40 µm. (B) Sections at neuronal nucleus in the pons from wild-type (upper panel) and gad mice (lower panel) were stained with anti-UCH L1 (green) and polyclonal anti-Ub (red; Sigma) on the same slide. Immunoreactivity to anti-UCH L1 is merged with that to anti-Ub. Moreover, immunoreactivity to anti-Ub is decreased in the gad mice that showed no reactivity to anti-UCH L1. Scale bars, 10 µm. Insets are images at four times higher magnification. (C) Sciatic nerve is composed of inner neuronal axon and outer myelin that is immunoreactive to anti-myelin basic protein (MBP, the marker of glial schwann cells, left panels). Immunoreactivity to anti-Ub in the neuronal axon (inside of dashed line) is decreased in the gad mouse, whereas the immunoreactivity to anti-Ub in glial myelin (outside the dashed line) is comparable between wild-type and gad mice. Electron microscopic images show fine structures of myelin and axon that are similar between wild-type and gad mouse in this 12 weeks of age (right panel). Scale bars, 10 µm.
adeno-Uch II transfected cell to β-gal-transfected cell were 2.3 ± 0.2 to bands corresponding to mono-Ub and 1.5 ± 0.2 to bands corresponding to MW50-115; n = 3, corrected by β-actin).

Next, mice carrying a Uch II transgene under control of the EF-1α promoter were generated (Fig. 5A). These mice exhibit no apparent neurological phenotype during life. However, transgenic (Tg) mouse expressing a high copy number of

**Figure 3.** Loss of UCH L1 decreases the level of monoubiquitin. (A) A mixture of 1 μg ubiquitin and 4 μg poly-Ub was subjected to SDS–PAGE and stained with coomassie brilliant blue (left panel). Ten percent of this mixture was electrophoresed and immunoblotted with a monoclonal antibody to Ub (Chemicon) that recognizes both conjugated and unconjugated mono-/poly-Ub in denatured states (middle panel). Cytosolic fractions (20 μg) from various neuronal tissues of wild-type and gad mice were immunoblotted using the same antibody (right panel). (B) Levels of free mono-Ub in cytosolic (upper) and the nuclear (lower) fractions were measured by radioimmunoassay (16) in various brain structures from mice less than 2 weeks old (n = 5 for cerebrum, cerebellum and brain stem; n = 4 for sciatic nerve). Mean values with SEM are shown as open (+/+), gray (+/g) or black (g/g) bars. **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.
foreign DNA and high-level of mRNA from Uch l1 transgene were all infertile (n = 6, manuscript in preparation). Therefore, we examined two of these infertile Tg mice, 11 and 22 (Fig. 5B). Immunohistochemistry of brain sections showed increased levels of UCH L1 immunoreactivity in the nervous system of Tg mice (Fig. 5C; left panel, cerebral cortex; right panel, cerebellum). The antibody to Ub that preferentially stains free mono-Ub showed a significant increase in Ub immunoreactivity in Tg mice (Fig. 5D; cerebellum). Immunoblotting also showed the increased level of mono-Ub in Tg mice (Fig. 5E; band intensity for mono-Ub of Tg 22 to wild-type was 2.3 in cerebrum and 1.5 in cerebellum). These data show that UCH L1 overexpression increases the level of mono-Ub in the cultured cells and nervous system in vivo.

Figure 4. Overexpressed UCH L1 co-localizes with ubiquitin and increases ubiquitin levels in cultured cells. (A–C) E13.5 primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) cells were transfected with adenovirus vectors expressing either Uch l1 (A) or β-gal (B) or not transfected (C). UCH L1 was induced using Cre recombinase for 24 h. Antibodies to flag-tag and β-gal were used for immunostaining to exogenic UCH L1 and β-gal (A, B; left panels). An absence of immunoreactivity to anti-UCH L1 showed the lack of endogenous UCH L1 expression in MEF cells (C; left panel). MEF cells were also labeled with polyclonal anti-Ub (Sigma; A–C; middle panels). Immunoreactivities to anti-Ub-UCH L1 completely merge in MEF cells transfected with adeno-Uch l1 (A; right panel), but not in cells transfected with β-gal (B; right panel) and not transfected (C; right panel). Ub localization appears to be recruited to the UCH L1. (D) Cell lysates were immunoblotted with anti-Ub (Chemicon) or anti-UCH L1 at the indicated times (upper and middle panels). The same membrane was re-blotted with an antibody to β-actin (lower panel). Band intensities were measured at the bands corresponding to mono-Ub and poly-ubiquitinated bands at MW50-115 kDa and normalized by β-actin intensities.
Mechanism by which UCH L1 increases Ub levels

The basis of the UCH L1-mediated increase in Ub levels was examined using three different approaches. First, Ub transcriptional regulation was examined in both wild-type and gad mice. The mRNA levels of all four Ub genes, Uba52, s27a, UbB and UbC, were analyzed by quantitative PCR but no significant differences were observed between wild-type and gad mice (Fig. 6A). A reporter assay using the UbC gene promoter also showed no effect of UCH L1 on
transcriptional activation of the UbC gene (Fig. 6B). These experiments showed that UCH L1 does not upregulate Ub levels via transcriptional activation.

Second, to address the possibility that a reduction in the release of mono-Ub from poly-Ub or Ub-conjugated proteins affects the level of free mono-Ub in gad mice, UCH L1-catalyzed release of mono-Ub from substrates was tested. UCHs can generate mono-Ub from poly-Ub and peptide–ubiquityl amides in vitro (12). However, no enhanced intensity corresponding to the release of Ub from poly-Ub (Fig. 3A; compare left and right panels) or mass spectra corresponding to the hydrolysis of peptide–ubiquityl amides (Fig. 1E) was observed in the gad mouse immunoprecipitates from brain lysates. Alternatively, an unknown substrate could be upregulated as poly-Ub-conjugated proteins (multi-Ub) in gad mice. Therefore, multi-Ub levels were measured in soluble mouse brain lysates by sandwich ELISA using antibody FK2 that is specific for multi-Ub (16–18) (Fig. 6C). No difference in the level of multi-Ub was observed between the wild-type and the gad mouse at less than 2 weeks of age. These data argue against the hypothesis that the deficiency in UCH L1-catalyzed release of mono-Ub from multi-Ub is responsible for the decreased level of Ub observed in the gad mouse.

Third, the effect of UCH L1 expression on Ub metabolism was examined in MEF cells transfected with either adeno-Uch l1 or β-gal. Mono-Ub levels were monitored for 30 h after pulse-chase labeling and Ub degradation was compared by autoradiography. Ub half-life was extended in MEF cells transfected with UCH L1 (Fig. 6D). Since lysosomes are implicated as the site of Ub degradation, we examined the effect of the lysosomal inhibitor EST (2,3-epoxysuccinyl-L-leucylamide-3-methyl butane ethyl ester) on Ub metabolism (19,20). EST extended Ub half-life in both adeno-Uch l1- and adeno-β-gal-transfected MEF cells (Fig. 6D) and, under these conditions, mono-Ub degradation was comparable between the adeno-Uch l1-transfected cells and the control cells (Fig. 6D).

These data suggest that UCH L1 affects Ub degradation and alters its metabolism, and that Ub degradation occurs in lysosomes.

UCH L1 affinity for Ub appears to be indispensable for the maintenance of Ub levels

To further clarify the effect of UCH L1 on Ub levels, his-tagged Uch l1 and mutants were transfected into dopamine-producing SH-SY5Y neuronal cells (Fig. 7). UCH L1 and Ub were then visualized using confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. Cells transfected with wild-type Uch l1 showed a relative increase in Ub immunoreactivity compared with mock-transfected cells (anti-Ub; Sigma, polyclonal; Fig. 7A and E) consistent with Ub upregulation by UCH L1. Uch l1C90S, implicated in the pathogenesis of PD, also increased Ub immunoreactivity comparable to wild-type Uch l1 (Fig. 7B and E). Increased Ub immunoreactivity was also evident in cells transfected with Uch l1D30K, which retains Ub binding affinity but lacks C-terminal hydrolase activity (Fig. 7C and E; Table 1) (9). However, significant increase in Ub immunoreactivity was not observed with mutant Uch l1D30K (Fig. 7D and E), which carries a charge reversal on the surface of the protein that is presumed to interact with cationic residue of Ub (21). This mutant protein exhibits markedly lower affinity for Ub and has no hydrolase activity (Table 1). These data suggest that UCH L1-mediated increases in Ub levels are a function of UCH L1 affinity for Ub rather than hydrolase activity.

DISCUSSION

In spite of the abundance of UCH L1 in the nervous system and its importance in the neurodegenerative diseases, the in vivo functions of UCH L1 have been remained unknown (6–13). The gad mouse and the UCH L1 transgenic mouse revealed a novel role for UCH L1 in neurons. Our data indicate that UCH L1 is associated with mono-Ub and elevates the level of mono-Ub in neuron. Previously, Doa4, a deubiquitinating enzyme belonging to UBPs, was reported to elevate the level of Ub in yeast, although the association of Doa4 with Ub was not mentioned (19). From a genetic complementation study, Doa4 was inferred to be involved in endosomal–lysosomal pathway (20). Our pulse-chase labeling using MEF cells suggests that UCH L1 affects Ub metabolism and extends its half-life by inhibiting Ub degradation. As an inhibitor of lysosomal function extended Ub half-life and partially diminished the effect of UCH L1, UCH L1 probably prevents Ub degradation in lysosomes. Thus, our results also suggest the link of DUBs to the endosome–lysosomal pathway. Recently, it was demonstrated that Ub itself contains all the necessary signals for both targeting and degradation of monoubiquitylated proteins in the endosomal–lysosomal pathway, with the crucial Ub residues being Glh2, Phe4, Lys6, Leu8, Val26, Leu43, Ile44, Glu64 and Val70 (22,23). Possibly some fraction of free Ub itself is shunted into the endosome–lysosomal pathway and UCH L1 binding to Ub may suppress this route by masking Ub residues that are requisite for targeting. Alternatively, it may be possible that UCH L1 deubiquitylates ubiquitylated proteins before degradation within the endosome–lysosome pathway. However, UCH L1C90S, lacking hydrolase activity, still retains the ability to maintain Ub levels, suggesting that physical association with UCH L1 rather than its deubiquitylating activity promotes Ub stability. Although UCH L1 can very slowly cleave poly-Ub and Ub-small molecule adducts in vitro (4), we did not find accumulation of such Ub species in gad mice. This finding may reflect functional redundancy between UCHs and UBPs. Alternatively, such Ub species may be detergent insoluble and exist within aggregates of Ub in dot-like structures observed in gad mice (10).

It has been long known that Ub-containing protein aggregates as hallmarks of various neurodegenerative conditions (2). Such aggregates are remnants of inadequate proteolysis and suggest either surpluses of aggregation-prone abnormal proteins or insufficiencies in Ub-dependent proteolysis (Fig. 8). PD caused by A53T and A30P mutations of α-synuclein appear to be the examples for the former case. These mutant proteins are more stable than wild-type and presumed to surpass the critical concentration of α-synuclein for oligomerization (24,25). The latter case appears to account for both a Uch l1 gene deletion in the gad mouse and the parkin gene mutations in the patients with PD. Loss of function mutations in Parkin E3 ligase may prevent this enzyme from properly ubiquitylating putative
Figure 6. Effects of UCH-L1 on transcription, processing and post-translational state of ubiquitin. (A) Quantitative RT-PCR for Uba52, s27a, UbB and UbC was performed using total RNA from wild-type and gad (gad/gad) cerebrum (n = 3). Mean values are shown with SEM. β-Actin (open bar) or GAPDH (solid bar) were used as internal controls. (B) Dual luciferase assay of a vector containing the +18 to +1227 bp region of the human UbC promoter (pGL3-UbC) co-transfected with either UCH-L1 (pCI-neo-UchL1WT; solid bar) or an active site mutant of UCH-L1 (pCI-neo-UchL1C90S; open bar). Mean values from eight independent experiments are shown with SEM. (C) Levels of multi-Ub chain (conjugated poly-Ub) in cerebellum cytosolic fractions were measured by ELISA from 2-week-old mice (n = 6) (16–18). Mean values with SEM are shown as filled (+/+) or open (gad/gad) bars. (D) Adeno-UchL1-transfected or adeno-β-gal-transfected MEF cells were labeled with [35S]-Met. Autoradiograms of anti-Ub immunoprecipitates pulse-chased at the indicated times in the absence (left upper panels) or presence of EST (2,3-trans-epoxysuccinyl-L-leucylamide-7-methyl butane ethyl ester; left lower panels) are shown. Relative band intensities are quantified and mean values of two independent experiments are shown (right).
substrates (26,27), causing substrate accumulation and toxicity to neurons at the substantia nigra. Loss of functional UCH L1 could also lead to inadequate ubiquitylation via decrease of free Ub. An initial pathological lesion begins at the synapse of the sciatic nerve in the gad mouse. Ub is known to be transported over long distances via slow axonal transport to synapse (28). Ub decrease and the consequent inadequate ubiquitylation of proteins may trigger increased levels of proteins that should undergo Ub-dependent degradation, resulting in the accumulation of such proteins within spheroids observed in gad mice (11). The gad mouse phenotypes resemble those of Charcot–Marie–Tooth diseases (CMT) in humans. Although there are no

Figure 7. Effect of UCH L1 mutants on ubiquitin expression. Plasmids pcDNA3-UCHI^WT (A), -UCHI^I93M (B), -UCHI^C90S (C), -UCHI^D30K (D) and vector alone (E) were transfected into SH-SY5Y cells and expressed. Antibodies against flag-tag and Ub (Sigma, polyclonal) were used to detect transfected UCH and endogenous Ub, respectively. The faint green staining (left panels) reflects non-specific staining of cells that escaped transfection. Scale bars, 20 μm.
CMT or peripheral neuroopathies that map to the proximity of the human UCH L1 locus so far, immunohistological profiling of UCH L1 and Ub in peripheral nerves would be helpful in delineating a human gad analog.

Human UCH L1 deletion mutants have not been reported although polymorphism and missense mutations of UCH genes are linked to PD (29–32). In idiopathic PD, particularly of Japanese or Chinese origin, UCH L1 gene polymorphism at position 18 is linked to a disease susceptibility (29–32). The S18Y mutation is common in Japanese and Chinese compared with Europeans and is reportedly protective for PD (19–32). Recently, UCH L1 was found to exhibit dimerization-dependent ubiquitin ligase activity at Lys63 of acceptor Ub molecules in vitro (13). Polyubiquitylated proteins linked to Lys48 of Ub are destined for proteasomal degradation, while those linked to Lys63 of Ub are stable. The protective variant Y18-UCH L1 exhibits diminished dimerization and ligase activities relative to S18-UCH L1, and therefore Y18-UCH L1 is predicted to accelerate degradation of proteins such as α-synuclein by making less stable species conjugated to Lys 63 of Ub. Thus, the decreased susceptibility to PD in individuals carrying the S18Y mutation could be explained by the low concentration of α-synuclein, which is yet confirmed in vivo (13) (Fig. 8). The I93M mutation in UCH L1 is reported in familial PD with dominant inheritance (9). α-Synuclein (dominant form) or the of parkin or DJ-1 (recessive forms) may also cause familial PD (33–35). The glycosylated form of α-synuclein is a substrate for parkin (36). Our present data indicate that UCH L1 upregulates Ub levels in vivo, and therefore UCH L1, parkin and α-synuclein appear to be interrelated with respect to Ub and ubiquitylation pathways. As with α-synuclein, the loss of UCH L1 function does not appear to cause PD (11,37). In patients carrying the UCH L1 mutation I93M, both ligase and hydrolase activities are presumed to be partially reduced (9,13). Our data show that UCH L1I93M enhances Ub immunoreactivity similar to UCH L1WT in transfected cells. Moreover, we did not find evidence for nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathology in either gad mouse heterozygotes or homozygotes. Therefore, an as yet unknown ‘gain of toxic function’ condition may underlie PD in patients carrying UCH L1I93M (Fig. 8).

Our results reveal that the fundamental defects in the gad mouse are due to a lack of UCH L1 and consequent Ub decrease. Ub and Ub-dependent proteolysis are involved in nearly all cellular processes and therefore it is likely that gad mice exhibit a wide variety of neuronal malfunctions that are not recognized by routine histology. Thus, in light of our present data we are currently re-evaluating gad mouse phenotypes including behavior, neuronal regeneration and apoptosis. These studies will broaden our understanding of the role of Ub pathways in neuronal function and neurodegenerative disorders.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid and protein purification

Sequences encoding UCH L1 were amplified from a mouse brain cDNA library by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and subcloned into either pQE-30 (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) or pCDNA3 (Invitrogen, Groningen, The Netherlands) for expression in E. coli (for protein purification) or mammalian cells (for transfection), respectively. cDNA encoding UCH L1I93M was isolated from a gad mouse brain by PCR. Another UCH L1 mutations were introduced by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) of template plasmids using primers designed to introduce specific mutations (D30K, C90S, I93M). The I93M mutation was confirmed in the gad mouse and therefore UCH L1I93M was puriﬁed further by gel filtration using a Hi Load™ 16/60 Superdex 75 column (Amersham Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden).

Generation of adeno-vectors, antibodies and Ub level determination

Recombinant plasmids containing adeno-Uch II and -β-gal were constructed using the Adenovirus Expression Vector Kit (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) for protein expression in E. coli (for protein purification) or mammalian cells (for transfection), respectively. cDNA encoding UCH L1I93M-was isolated from a gad mouse brain by PCR. Another UCH L1 mutations were introduced by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) of template plasmids using primers designed to introduce specific mutations (D30K, C90S, I93M). The I93M mutation was confirmed in the gad mouse and therefore UCH L1I93M was puriﬁed further by gel filtration using a Hi Load™ 16/60 Superdex 75 column (Amersham Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden).
Immunizing with different ubiquitin-carrier conjugates produced five antibodies and, among them, US-1 was found to be specifically reactive to mono-Ub (16). Immune complexes of US-1 and 125I-mono-Ub were obtained by centrifuge and counted in a gamma counter. The inhibition for the tracer bound to the antibody in the presence of lysates was measured and mono-Ub level was determined from the standard curve generated by unlabelled Ub (16). Monoclonal antibody FK2 that recognizes conjugated-multi-ubiquitin chain was used for immunoassay (sandwich ELISA) for multi-ubiquitin chains as described (17,18). This ELISA system shows an only negligible reactivity to free-Ub (17).

Fractionation, immunoaffinity purification and immunoblotting

Mouse brains were homogenized in lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4/300 mM NaCl/10 mM imidazole, containing a complete protease inhibitor cocktail, pH 8.0) and centrifuged at 70 000 g for 1 h to yield a cytosolic fraction. The nuclear fraction was extracted with lysis buffer containing 10% NP-40 and 400 mM NaCl. Insoluble materials were dissolved with 8 M urea. For pull-down assays, 200 µg of Hisα-tagged UCH L1W, C90S, D30K and 40 µl of Ni-NTA Agarose (Qiagen) were added to 750 µl mouse brain lysate containing 6 mg total protein. After gentle rotation overnight at 4°C, the Ni-NTA beads were washed three times with 200 µl of wash buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4/300 mM NaCl/20 mM imidazole, pH 8.0). The beads were eluted with 3 x 40 µl elution buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4/300 mM NaCl/250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) and subjected to SDS-PAGE, stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (CBB) or immunoblotted. Densitometric analyses were done using software PD QUEST (BioRad). For TOF analysis, 1 µl samples were spotted onto H4 hydrophobic-coated Protein Chip Array (Ciphergen Biosystems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) after desalting with a C18 zip tip column. The ionized proteins were detected and accurate mass was determined based on TOF analysis. TOF mass spectra were collected in the positive ion mode and signal averages of 50 laser shots were used to generate each spectrum. After SDS-PAGE on a 10–20% gradient gel, protein bands migrating at ~8 kDa were excised and digested within the gel with trypsin (Sigma). Digested peptide samples were then introduced via nano-spray into a QSTAR Pulsar LC/MS/MS system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Immuno blotting was performed as described (10) using antibodies to Ub (1:100, Chemicon, MAB1510) and UCH L1 (1:1000, Chemicon, polyclonal). The Ub antibody MAB1510 was reactive to both free and conjugated forms of Ub in immunoblotting (15). The epitopes of UCH L1 antibody were confirmed to recognize the region encoded by other than exons 7 and 8 of Uch L1 gene, by using UCH L1grad protein produced by E. coli expression system. Ub and (Ub)n were purchased from Boston Biochem, MA, USA.

Immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence and electron microscopy

Twelve-week-old mouse brain and sciatic nerve sections were analyzed by immunocytochemistry as previously described (10) using antibodies to Ub that is predominantly reactive to free Ub in immuno-histochemistry (1:100, Sigma) and UCH- L1 (1:40, Medac; monoclonal). Antibodies to neurofilament-M (NF; 1:200, Chemicon, monoclonal), glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; 1:200, Chemicon, monoclonal), proteolipid protein (PLP; 1:200, Chemicon, monoclonal) and myelin basic protein (MBP; 1:200, QED bioscience, monoclonal) were used as neuronal, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, schwann cell markers, individually. For immunofluorescence studies, anti-mouse-Cy3 or -FITC or anti-rabbit-conjugated-Cy3 or -FITC (1:500, Jackson Immuno Research) were used as secondary antibodies. MEF cells and SH-SY5Y cells were analyzed by immunofluorescence using either anti-flag tag (1:200, Sigma) or anti-Ub (1:100, Sigma) as the primary antibodies. Ultrastrucral studies by electron microscopy were performed as described using sciatic nerve (11).

Quantitative RT–PCR analysis and dual luciferase assays

Primers for the mouse Uch l3 and four ubiquitin genes were designed and comparative reverse transcription–PCR (RT–PCR) was performed using Taq Man probe with the ABI PRISM 7700 (Applied Biosystems) using total RNA from wild-type and gad mouse brain (n = 3). The dual luciferase assay was performed using the +18 to +1227 bp region of the human Ub C promoter generated from human genomic DNA as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega).

Pulse chase analysis

Transfected MEF cells were washed and incubated with methionine-free medium for 1 h. The cells were then pulsed with 200 µCi/ml 15S-Met (NEN) for 1 h and then washed and chased with 30 mM methionine for 30 h. At 0, 2, 8, 20 and 30 h the cells were harvested for immunoprecipitation with anti-Ub. Following SDS–PAGE on a 15% gel, radioactive bands were detected using the image analysis software PD QUEST (BioRad).

Transgenic UCH L1 mouse

Flag tagged mouse UCH L1 was subcloned into pEF-Bos vector under the strong promoter EF-1α. This plasmid was linearized by digestion with HindIII/AatII, gel-purified and extracted twice with phenol/chloroform. A 2 µg/ml solution of linearized plasmid was used for pronuclear microinjection. Offspring were screened for the presence of the transgene by PCR of tail DNA. Expression of transgenic Uch L1 mRNA was confirmed by reverse transcription of total RNA (5 µg) and subsequent PCR using specific primers (Fig. 5A). Primers to β-actin were used for internal controls.

Molecular simulation

Mouse UCH L1 was automatically modeled using Modeler software with Insight (MSI) interface. Briefly, mouse UCH L1 was modeled after the data from the crystal structure of human UCH L3 using the ClustalW algorithm. Human UCH L3 was used to derive spatial restraints expressed as probability density functions (14). These functions are used to constrain Cα–Cα distances, main chain N–O distances, main chain and side chain dihedral angles, etc. The individual constraints were assembled
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